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Suitable for both the project manager and Visual Basic developer, Jake Sturm's Professional Visual Basic Project Management is a clear-eyed guide to enterprise-level project management using Visual Basic 6 and UML. It provides a digestible and intelligent mix of advice and design expertise that can bring your organization up to speed with today's VB and the Microsoft platform.
 The book offers a notable mix of practical advice for the project manager with some nuts-and-bolts technical detail on such topics as components, UML, and Microsoft tools like Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS). Like most books on software development, this text walks the reader through the software lifecycle (organized here into the envisionment, design, development, and deployment phases). Along the way, the author's clear style and tips for successful management help make this tour a successful one. 

 Standout sections include the book's details on managing meetings and the sample documents (such as budgets and project schedules) created with Project 98. You'll also appreciate the breakdown of the various players in the development effort (from project and component managers to end users and corporate stakeholders) and the changing roles they play during the project lifecycle.

 Along the way, the author shows off some of the latest thinking about VB used on the Microsoft platform, with coverage of business objects, transactions, MTS, and even Web interfaces created with ASPs. UML is used throughout the book as part of the design process (including class, activity, and sequence diagrams).

 While there's certainly no substitute for real project management experience, with its mix of accessibility and technical detail this book can give any VB project manager some valuable extra help for taking on the challenges of today's enterprise development. --Richard Dragan

 Topics covered: VB and enterprise development; project management basics and myths; the software design process; the envisionment, design, development and deployment phases; designing effective teams; team roles and stakeholders; using Project 98; Gantt charts; managing resources; TCO and ROI; risk management; business rules; designing with objects; UML diagrams; DCOM; databases and ADO; transactions and MTS; ASP; DHTML basics; test management; using Microsoft Visual SourceSafe; and project scheduling.

This book expands on VB6 UML Design and Development to provide a complete guide to properly oversee VB projects. The methodology is illustrated in practice by a real Windows DNA application - from identifying the goals of the client, through the design and development of the application, to its final deployment and distribution. Risk management is demonstrated with a risk tracking example. The methodology centers on work teams with the four phases of cyclic methodology and the issue of resource allocation tackled. Major technical concepts are introduced so project managers can see how different frameworks can affect the design and technology of a project.
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Programming with CodeIgniterMVCPackt Publishing, 2013

	Build feature-rich web applications using the CodeIgniter MVC framework


	Overview

	
		Build feature-rich web applications using the CodeIgniter MVC framework
	
		Master the concepts of maximum simplicity, separation, flexibility,reusability, and performance efficiency
	
		A guick guide to...
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Where There Is No Doctor: A Village Health Care HandbookHesperian Foundation, 1992
Home health care manuals are a dime a dozen, but this one is in a league by itself... This amazing manual...successfully brings together modern concepts of public health and personal health care into a usable and understandable format for the Third World villager. If you are a physician, dentist or nurse planning to volunteer on a medical mercy...
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Software Error Detection through Testing and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An in-depth review of key techniques in software error detection


	Software error detection is one of the most challenging problems in software engineering. Now, you can learn how to make the most of software testing by selecting test cases to maximize the probability of revealing latent errors. Software Error Detection through...
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Software Engineering: A Practitioner's ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	When computer software succeeds—when it meets the needs of the people who use
	it, when it performs flawlessly over a long period of time, when it is easy to modify
	and even easier to use—it can and does change things for the better. But when software
	fails—when its users are dissatisfied, when it is error prone, when...
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Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation: Principles and Practice (2 Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The gold-standard physical medicine and rehabilitation text is now in its Fourth Edition—with thoroughly updated content and a more clinical focus. More than 150 expert contributors—most of them new to this edition—address the full range of issues in contemporary physical medicine and rehabilitation and present...
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Railo 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Railo Server is one of the quickest ways to start developing complex web applications. Widely considered as the fastest CFML (ColdFusion Markup Language) engine, Railo Server allows you to create dynamic web pages that can change depending on the user input, database lookups, or even the time of day.


	Railo 3 Beginner's Guide...
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